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ULTIMATE AB BURNOUT
Start off with 10 reps of cable crunches using
a moderate weight. Typically a weight that
you could normally perform for about 12-15
reps would be ideal. Perform 10 reps using a
controlled negative (3 seconds on the
eccentric). Immediately following the cable
crunches, hit the floor for a set of 10 bicycle
crunches. After you have completed your 10
bicycle crunches, go back to the cable crunch
and go for another set of 10. If you cannot
reach 10 reps at any point, simply stop at
muscular failure. Once you have completed
another 10 reps (or failure) on the cable
crunch, head back to the floor for another 10
bicycle crunches. Repeat this 3-5 times and
you can walk out of the gym knowing that
you killed your ab workout.

ULTIMATE AB BURNOUT
ULTIMATE
AB BURNOUT
Cable Crunch x 10
Bicycle Crunches x 10
Cable Crunch x 10 (or failure)
Bicycle Crunches x 10 (or failure)
Cable Crunch x 10 (or failure)
Bicycle Crunches x 10 (or failure)
Cable Crunch x 10 (or failure)
Bicycle Crunches x 10 (or failure)
Cable Crunch x 10 (or failure)
Bicycle Crunches x 10 (or failure)
Done
Note: There should be no rest in between the cable crunches and bicycle crunches superset. Rest no
longer than 10 seconds when moving back to the cable crunch from the bicycle crunches. Also, feel free
to decrease the weight on the cable crunch in order to complete the workout.
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100 REP SIXPACK CHALLENGE
For this sixpack finisher we’ll be performing hanging leg
raises with little or no weight. If you do decide to use
weight (this can be done by placing a dumbbell inbetween
your feet), the weight should be light enough for you to
perform at least 20 reps - and you may need a spotter for
this one.
Start off by busting out 20 hanging leg raises using a
2:0:1:0 rep tempo. Rest for 1 minute and hit another
20 reps. Naturally your muscles will start to fatigue and
you will need assistance in order to complete that many
(20) reps so have a spotter available to ensure you reach
your 20 repetitions. Continue this for 5 sets and you will
have reached 100 total reps. Use this finisher regularly
and challenge yourself to eventually perform all 100 reps
without the help of a spotter.

REP CHALLENGE
100 REP100
CHALLENGE

Hanging Leg Raise x 20
1 Minute Rest
Hanging Leg Raise x 20
1 Minute Rest
Hanging Leg Raise x 20
1 Minute Rest
Hanging Leg Raise x 20
1 Minute Rest
Hanging Leg Raise x 20
100 Reps Complete!
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REST-PAUSE
Head over to the cable machine for some rest-pause action. Start with a weight that you consider
moderate to heavy.
Note: If you fail at fewer than 8 reps starting out, go lighter. If you can do more than 20, add weight.
Perform cable crunches until you achieve failure, count to five, and immediately do as many more reps
as you can using the same weight. Once you reach failure for the second time, lower your poundage by
25 percent.
For example, if you start with 100 pounds, drop to 75. Then change the weight, count to 5 again and
resume crunching.
Once you reach failure, count to five again and then go for more reps with the same weight.
Now you’ve reached failure for the second time with the second weight. Lower the weight by another 25
%, which puts you at 55 pounds. Take 5 seconds and keep going.

REST-PAUSE CABLE CRUNCHES
REST-PAUSE
CABLE
Cable Crunches to Failure (100 lbs)
5 Second Rest
Cable Crunches to Failure (100 lbs)
5 Second Rest
Cable Crunches to Failure (75 lbs)
5 Second Rest
Cable Crunches to Failure (75 lbs)
5 Second Rest
Cable Crunches to Failure (55 lbs)
5 Second Rest
Cable Crunches to Failure (55 lbs)
Done
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DECLINE CRUNCH DROP-SET
Finish your abs off with some old school drop sets. Perform a set of 10 reps using your 10 rep max.
Immediately after reaching 10 reps, decrease the weight by about 5 lbs (or 25%) and bust out another
set of 10 (or failure if you cannot reach 10). Perform 4-6 of these drops and your abs will be toast!

DROP-SET
EXAMPLE
DROP
SET EXAMPLE:
45lbs x 10
40lbs x 10 (or failure)
35lbs x 10 (or failure)
30lbs x 10 (or failure)
25lbs x 10 (or failure)
Note: Always try to maintain proper form with a controlled negative for optimal time under tension.
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ABSOLUTE TORTURE FINISHER
Warning: I recommend this finisher only for those of you who are advanced lifters. If you do cannot
easily perform bodyweight hanging leg raises, please do not perform this finisher.
Twisting Cable Crunches: use a weight that you can easily perform for 15 reps.
Start off with 10 reps of twisting cable crunches. Once you have reached 10 reps, go right into another
10 reps of hanging leg raises. Rest for about 1 minute and repeat. I do not recommend doing any more
than 2-4 sets of this to conclude your ab workout.

OLUTE TORTURE
ABSOLUTEABSTORTURE
Twisting Cable Crunch x 10
Hanging Leg Raise x 10
1 Minute Rest
Twisting Cable Crunch x 10
Hanging Leg Raise x 10
1 Minute Rest
Twisting Cable Crunch x 10
Hanging Leg Raise x 10
1 Minute Rest
Twisting Cable Crunch x 10
Hanging Leg Raise x 10
Done

Note: Twisting Cable Crunches are simply a variation of the cable crunch where you’ll bring your left
elbow toward your right knee and then your right elbow toward your left knee.
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LOWER-AB BURNOUT
Crush your ab workout with the Lower-Ab Burn-Out. For this finisher you’ll perform Lying Leg Raises for
a set of 10 reps, rest for 5 seconds and perform another 10. Rest for another 5 seconds, and repeat.
Continue this until you’ve performed 100 reps of Lying Leg Raises.
Oh, and did I mention you’ll be performing 4 second negatives on each repetition?

LOWER-AB
LOWER-AB BURNOUT BURNOUT
Good luck!

Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
5 Second Rest
Lying Leg Raise x 10
Done!
Note: If you cannot reach 10 reps on any particular set, simply stop at failure.
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TEST YOUR CORE STRENGTH
Crush your core by knocking out 10 reps of
decline crunches with a weight you would
consider light. Rest for 5 seconds, increase
the weight by 5 pounds and perform another
10. Rest for another 5 seconds, increase the
weight another 5 pounds, and bust out
another 10 repetitions. Continue increasing
the weight in this fashion about 3 times.
Now, continue with the same technique,
only this time you will decrease the weight
by 5 pounds and work your way down to the
starting point.

TEST YOUR
STR
TEST YOUR CORE
CORE STRENGTH
25lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
30lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
35lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
40lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
35lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
30lbs x 10
5 Second Rest
25lbs x 10
Done!
Note: If you cannot reach 10 reps on any particular set, simply stop at failure.
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2-MINUTE AB CHALLENGE

Set up an Ab Crunch Machine with 70% of the weight you would use for 10 reps. So if you normally bang
out 120lbs for 10reps, load up the Ab Crunch Machine with 85lbs.
Set a timer for two minutes and try to bang out as many reps as possible in that amount of time. Try not
to stop for rest and try not to completely lock out at the top, keeping tension on your core the entire
time.
Try to beat your record every time you perform this finisher.
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BODYWEIGHT BURN
No equipment? No problem! Finish your
ab workout strong with this Bodyweight
Burn Finisher.
Start off by performing 10 reps of
Alternate Toe Crunches. Once completed,
get into a plank position and hold that for
20 seconds. Immediately jump right back
into Alternate Toe Crunches for another
10 reps followed by another 20 second
plank. Repeat this until you’ve completed
60 Alternate Toe Crunches and 120
seconds of planks.

BODYWEIGHT
BODYWEIGHT BURN OUT BURNAlternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Alternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Alternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Alternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Alternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Alternate Toe Crunches x10
20 Second Plank
Done
Basic Planks not challenging enough? Use an advanced plank variation such as the Single Leg or
Contralateral Plank instead!
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WALK THE PLANK
For this finisher we’re really going to
challenge your core using advanced plank
variations.
Start off by holding a Basic Plank for 20
seconds, then you’ll go into a Single Leg
Plank for another 20 seconds (10 seconds
per leg). Once completed, jump right
into a Contralateral Plank for another 20
seconds (10 seconds per side). Repeat this
for 3-5 minutes!

WALK THE
PLANK
WALK
THE PLANK
Basic Plank x 20 Seconds
Single-Leg Plank x 20 Seconds
Contralateral Plank x 20 Seconds
Basic Plank x 20 Seconds
Single-Leg Plank x 20 Seconds
Contralateral Plank x 20 Seconds
Basic Plank x 20 Seconds
Single-Leg Plank x 20 Seconds
Contralateral Plank x 20 Seconds
Basic Plank x 20 Seconds
Single-Leg Plank x 20 Seconds
Contralateral Plank x 20 Seconds
Basic Plank x 20 Seconds
Single-Leg Plank x 20 Seconds
Contralateral Plank x 20 Seconds
Done!
Note: If the Contralateral Planks are too challenging, I’d recommend keeping yourself up on one forearm
rather than one hand.
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